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nment is the attached drawing. To this only
shall be added that above what resembles
the Maya glyph Pax is a bar with two
dots underneath, and over this bar is a con-
ventionalized head of some monster seen
fully "en face" and over this a scroll. The
monument has plain sides and back and is
carved out of hard volcanic rock, as are the
other monuments in this place (fig. 38).

lo o0, o °To state definitely to what culture this
monument belongs is difficult. The carv-
ing in the hard rock is so skilfully done
that it might be made by the Totonacs but,

C^)^ search as we may, we have not been able
to find any similar design with which to
compare and classify our discovery.*

Am;'^^y~. Close to this Stela lies the base, a square
block 1.04 x 1.23 x 0.55 meters, with an

/_^ l\ approximately circular cavity in the centre,
45 c.m. across and 35 c.m. deep.

A few paces from these stones is a small
stone basin, broken, and a small crouching
stone jaguar with its head gone, and at the
foot of a mound is a large metate, likewise

T"" ' i with an animal head and its legs doubled
up under it. (1 meter long and 23 c.m.
high). (fig. 39).

On the top of the small mound are
charred house posts of a recent dwelling.

It was agony to draw and photograph
these monuments, as hoards of ticks were
I crawling over us. WAe were glad when the

ordeal was over and we could prepare to
return to camp. But the guide had an-
other surprise in store for us. He led us
into the high forest again, and at the foot
of a huge Zapote Mlamey tree, he showed
us a fragment of a female stone figure.
This fragment was 70 c.m. high, and

FIG. aS-Piedra Labrada, Ver. showed head and breasts of a woman. The
Stela No. 1.

long hair was indicated by fine parallel
*Recently Dr. WV. Lehman, of Berlin, said that the monster head was the hieroglyph for leotihuacan,

and that the monument was Toltec.


